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On average, in every two work hours, one person dies from work-related injuries
at construction sites. Most incidents are due to falling from elevated surfaces. Slips,
trips, and loss of balance are the main causes. Studies suggest that instigating visual
mismatch and physiological changes are among the most important reasons behind
falling from narrow elevated surfaces. By using advanced virtual reality models,
this dissertation aims to highlight some of the possible effects of a destabilizing
environment (i.e., elevation above grade) on workers’ physiological responses
and task performance. More specifically, this dissertation strives to find potential
effects of elevation above grade and a moving structural beam as destabilizing
environments on construction workers’ postural sway, gait pattern, and task
performance accuracy. To that end, a series of virtual reality experiments was
conducted on thirty volunteers, all students from the University of Nebraska Lincoln. There were three required VR tasks asked from the subjects once on the
ground and again on the 20th floor of an unfinished building: walking on virtual
structural beams, standing still on the virtual platform (force plate in reality),
and performing hand-steadiness and pursuit tests (physiological battery tests).
In addition, to study the plausible relationship between self-perceived fear (and
acrophobia) and physiological responses, all subjects were instructed to complete

the electronic James Geer’s fear and Cohen’s acrophobia questionnaires. The result
of this study showed that elevation above grade has a substantial effect on the
gait pattern. More specifically, exposure to elevation increases gait stride height
variability and decreases gait stride length. As a result, subjects spend more time
on gait tasks executed on narrow elevated surfaces. Also, the findings indicated
that the presence of the virtual avatar significantly affects gait parameters. The
presence of synchronized virtual legs caused subjects to increase their stride height
and spend more time on similar virtual tasks on the ground. However, the subjects
did not exhibit similar differences once exposed to virtual elevation. Furthermore,
the moving structural beam significantly increased the heart rate of the subjects.
As part of the steel erection simulation, the experimental results implied that
construction workers could show noticeable physiological responses in the vicinity
of large moving objects. In terms of task performance, working at height affects the
result of the posturography and battery tests. This finding suggests that dual-tasks
performed in a static position, and in the presence of elevation-related visual
stimuli, can cause a reduction in postural sway. In contrast, in the absence of visual
depth, fear of height can positively influence the outcome of the construction tasks
performed on elevated platforms.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Based on the Bureau of Labor Statistics, in 2016 more than 10 percent of
all fatal injuries took place at construction sites (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2016).
More precisely, in 2016, 887 construction workers died from job-related accidents.
Considering that these losses have reached their highest level in the past 26 years,
it would seem that current safety procedures, training, and precautions have not
adequately limited injuries and fatalities at construction sites. To mitigate the number of injuries in the construction industry, numerous research studies have been
conducted in the past decades. One specific area that needs great consideration is
falling incidents, especially those that happen on elevated surfaces. It is alarming
because fall-related fatal injuries account for over one-third of fatalities at the
construction job sites. Basically, there are two approaches in searching for the root
causes of falling: 1. a passive approach in which the risk perception of the worker
accounts for his/her unsafe behavior and subsequently might lead to incidents
(Abdelhamid & Everett, 2000; Habibnezhad & Esmaeili, 2016; Habibnezhad et
al., 2016), and 2. an active approach in which the physiological responses of the
worker to the destabilizing environment leads to accidents (Hsiao & Simeonov,
2001). From an active point of view, based on a general consensus among past
research, slips, trips, and loss of balance are among the main causes of falling
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(Hsiao & Simeonov, 2001). Therefore, many researchers strive to find influential
factors affecting the instability and loss of balance. Two of the main dependent
factors on which these studies concentrated are postural stability and gait pattern.
Considering the prominence of postural stability in falling, the balance mechanism
of the human body needs to be studied in detail. There are three main sensory
cues involved in human postural stability: visual, vestibular, and somatosensory
systems. The resultant association of these sensory systems should maintain the
stability of the center of mass of the body against various perturbations. From
these three sensory cues, visual input is the most important one because it is
associated with the proactive mechanism of balance while the other two cues are
considered the reactive mechanisms of balance actuated after the external exposure.
Also, based on the study conducted by Hsiao and Simeonov, moving visual scenes
and depth perception are among the key elements in provoking instability and
negatively affecting balance (Hsiao & Simeonov, 2001). The fact that both of these
perturbations are present in activities performed at height highlights the significant
role of elevation above grade in affecting the static and dynamic postural stability
of construction laborers executing tasks on narrow elevated surfaces. Alternatively,
these provoking visual factors also deliver anxiety about the unsafe nature of these
perturbations. Numerous studies investigated the effect of anxiety on postural
stability and demonstrated that the manifestation of fear could adversely influence
postural stability (Boffino et al., 2009; Regenbrecht et al., 1998). Some of these
studies used fear and acrophobia questionnaires to measure the self-judged level
of fear while others used more advanced and accurate measurement approaches
such as measuring variations in the facial temperature (Pavlidis et al., 2002), the
level of salivary cortisol (Vreeburg et al., 2010), and heart rate (Schmitz et al., 2012).
Due to the ubiquity of smartwatches such as Fitbit and simplicity of collecting
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heart rate data, this study chose heart rate as one of the physiological responses of
construction workers subjected to extreme height. Fall-related experiments can be
expensive and dangerous, especially those pertaining to fear of height and flight
(Boffino et al., 2009). To overcome these barriers, recent studies explored virtual reality (VR) as an alternative experiment tool. Virtual reality “offers the opportunity
to bring the complexity of the physical world into the controlled environment of
the laboratory (Keshner, 2004).” According to Burdea and Coiffet, VR is basically
“a simulation in which computer graphics are used to create a realistic-looking
world” (Burdea & Coiffet, 2003). Due to the intuitive interaction capabilities, and
immersion feeling, virtual reality is one of the most rapidly growing technologies
in recent years. There are considerable areas of VR applications such as manufacturing design, product design, planning, simulation (Mujber et al., 2004), training,
and rehabilitation (Keshner, 2004). Immersion, a wide range of view and haptic
feedback provide researchers with a firm ground for safe and cheap experiment
designs. Therefore, this evolving technology has been utilized in numerous gait
and posture studies (Cleworth et al., 2012; Greffou et al., 2008; Mirelman et al.,
2011; Tossavainen et al., 2002; Wallach & Bar-Zvi, 2007). While the design of a
dynamic job site can be fairly straight-forward, the user-interaction with the virtual
environment (VE), especially user movement in VE, can be challenging. There are
two main problems for users to move in a virtual environment: 1. Generally, the VR
tracking areas are limited in size and do not have adequate space for natural gait
locomotion experiments, and 2. Experiments related to narrow elevated surfaces
cannot be performed without the user’s ability to see her/his legs in VR. Therefore,
many of these studies attempt to utilize VR systems without considering natural
ground walking locomotion as a part of their experiments. Their main study
concentrations were on the stationary postural sway as the dependent factor or
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walking on a treadmill in VR caves. For instance, Cleworth et al. (Cleworth et al.,
2012) studied the effect of virtual height on the subjects’ postural sway standing
next to the edge of an elevated surface. While these types of fall-related studies are
original and profound, there is still a need for more dynamic VR experiments that
can shed lights on deriving factors of fall. These conservative approaches towards
gait stability in VR have hindered analysis of fall-related experiments to a great
extent. This important gap in the literature lies behind the fact that one cannot
walk on a virtual narrow path without looking at her/his foot. To address these
gaps in the literature, this dissertation attempts to analyze possible changes in
the construction workers’ natural walking locomotion at height. More specifically,
this study strives to find the relationship between elevation above grade and gait
pattern, task performance, postural sway, and physiological responses of construction workers. To the best of our knowledge, no study has investigated the impact
of virtual elevation above grade on natural walking locomotion of construction
workers at height. Interestingly, by integrating virtual legs to the VR first-person
character model, we aim to overcome this obstacle and open a new door to VR
fall-related studies.

1.1

Research Questions and Hypothesis
As explained above, the influential factors affecting gait and postural

balance are of utmost importance. The role of elevation above grade on the
instability of construction workers, especially those exposed to height for the first
time, should be investigated thoroughly. Standing, walking, and manual work
executed on narrow elevated surfaces such as steel erection are among the most
dangerous construction tasks that might lead to the fatal falling event. To study
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the impact of the destabilizing environments such as elevation above grade and
large moving objects as some of the most salient visual stimuli at construction sites,
an integrated VR model enhanced with virtual legs was designed and developed
using an in-house C# (Studio, 2015) code for Unity3d (Unity3D, 2017). To simulate
steel erection, a moving structural beam hung from a crane was designed and
added in our VR experiments. As for the task performance of construction workers
possibly affected by virtual elevation above grade, a hand-steadiness test and
the compensatory circle tracking test was designed specifically for VR. All the
experiment setups and procedures aimed to answer these four important research
questions:
• Does elevation above grade have any relationship with gait stride length and
height?
• Does elevation above grade has an impact on postural stability during a quiet
stance?
• Does a moving structural beam, slowly approaching a construction worker,
affect her/his postural sway metrics? How about heart rate?
• Can subjects’ level of fear be an influential factor in construction workers’
postural balance, gait pattern, and task performance? What about the level
of acrophobia?
• How does elevation above grade influence the results of neurophysiological
battery tests such as compensatory circle tracking and hand-steadiness tests?
• Does elevation above grade affect heart rate during a quiet stance?
While the combination of induced anxiety and instigating visual mismatch affect
person working at height, the extent to which each of these factors contributes
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to physiological response can be quite challenging to measure. Therefore, in this
dissertation, whenever the term “elevation above grade” is used, it describes a
provoking visual factor accompanied by anxiety and fear of height.

1.2

Objectives
As stated in the problem statement section, the high number of injuries

and fatalities at construction sites is alarming. Because the most prevailing cause of
construction-related death and injuries is falling, one of the main objectives of this
study is to find influential factors affecting the instability of construction workers
and subsequent fall-related (fatal) injuries. Another objective of the current study
is to present a new VR framework that can simulate gait locomotion on a virtual
structural beam by examining new advanced VR models (with synchronized
virtual legs). This approach can provide researchers with new insights into VR gait
analysis and postural stability. Moreover, this research study strives to discover
the influence of elevation above grade and the accompanying fear of height on the
task performance of construction workers executing tasks at height. Finally, by
simulating a part of the steel erection procedure, the current dissertation aims to
find the impact of big moving objects on the postural stability and physiological
responses of construction workers. Upon prominent results, this dissertation
can open new doors to advanced fall-related simulations and development of
innovative virtual models. Also, the findings of this study can be crucial in safety
training design and hazard prevention techniques.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND CONCEPTS AND RELATED WORKS

2.1 Fall
2.1.1

Construction Safety and Falling
With 38 percent of all fatal injuries at construction sites, falling is the

leading cause of death and injuries in the construction industry (Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 2016). Not only the number of fall-related fatal injuries at construction
sites are unacceptable and alarming, but in the past 26 years, the overall trend
is ascending, suggesting the need for more profound safety research studies. In
addition to the direct cost of life and compensations, these accidents create a
bad reputation for construction job sites, presenting them as the most dangerous
workplaces in the US. To mitigate the disproportional rate of death and injuries
due to falling, numerous fall-related studies have been conducted in the past
decades. These studies have striven to shed light on some of the most common
and influential factors affecting falling. While some of these studies explored the
human’s decision-making strategies in executing an unsafe action (Choudhry &
Fang, 2008), others investigated more fall-related ‘dynamic’ elements (Ayoubi et
al., 2014; Mirelman et al., 2011). The decision-making approach takes into account
the risk perception of construction workers as the main influential factor impacting
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Contact with equipment
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Figure 2.1: Fatal Occupational Injuries by Major Event, 2016-17
falls in the first place. More specifically, these types of studies attempt to find the
relationship between construction workers’ decision-making strategy and their risk
perception, national culture, eye tracking metrics, and other independent factors.
On the other hand, there are plenty of studies that have focused on the other
factors of falling, such as loss of balance. In the study conducted by Hsiao and
Simeonov, slips, trips, and loss of balance were the main reasons behind falling,
especially from elevated surfaces (Hsiao & Simeonov, 2001). As intuitive as it can
be, postural stability is one of the main causes of falling. Therefore, to study the
driving factors of falling, one needs to study the instrumental factors affecting
postural stability and instability.
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2.1.2

Falling and Postural Stability
Postural stability is dependent on the balance mechanism of the human

body and defined as “the ability to maintain and control the body center of
mass within the base of support to prevent fall and complete desired movements”
(Greffou et al., 2008). Postural regulation is the result of three main sensory cues:
visual, vestibular, and somatosensory inputs. From these three sensory cues, only
visual input is considered as a proactive afferent, compared to the other two
cues triggered after the external exposure (Hsiao & Simeonov, 2001). This point
highlights the paramount role of visual input in the stability mechanism of the
human body. The unique contribution of visual input in postural stability has been
studied exhaustively (Paulus et al., 1984; Sundermier et al., 1996). These studies
suggest that the differences between the visually perceived self-motion and the
external-motion are the cause of instability commonly induced by visual stimuli
(Clement et al., 1985). Schieppati et al. showed that eyes being closed reduces
postural stability (Schieppati et al., 1999). In addition, Van Asten demonstrated that
moving visual scenes adversely influence postural stability during the quiet stance
(van Asten et al., 1988; Lestienne et al., 1977). Interestingly, visual sensory afferent
plays a crucial role in postural balance when the proprioception is reduced, or both
of the other two cues are deficient (Lacour et al., 1997). As stated by many scholars,
due to the instigating visual mismatch and depth perception, elevation above grade
can affect postural regulation and lead to falling. In the critical review of Hsiao
and Simeonov (Hsiao & Simeonov, 2001), elevation above grade, depth perception,
moving a visual scene, visual ambiguity, and obstacle detection are among the most
significant environmental and visual factors that cause instability and subsequently
result in falling. In the current study, two of these five perturbations are selected
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for further revision. In other words, subjects’ physiological responses will be
investigated in these two situations: 1. In the presence of elevation above grade
(extreme height) and 2. moving structural beam slowly approaching the subjects.
There is another important factor accompanied by elevation above grade, and that
is fear of height. The next section addresses the association of fear of height with
elevation and its impact on postural stability (and task performance).
2.1.3

Elevation and Fear of Height
Past research showed that threatening environments in VR such as stand-

ing on the edge of a simulated building evoke anxiety and physiological arousal
similar to those reported under real height conditions (Cleworth et al., 2012; Meehan et al., 2005; Simeonov et al., 2005; Wilhelm et al., 2005). The amount of fear
induced by virtual elevation has a direct relationship to the extent to which the
person perceives height (Simeonov et al., 2005) and the associated risk (Menzies
& Clarke, 1995). The induced anxiety from fear of height provokes physiological
responses, including an increase in heart rate (Emmelkamp & Felten, 1985). Also,
fear of falling influences postural stability and intensifies postural sway (Cleworth
et al., 2012).

2.2 Virtual Reality
2.2.1

Virtual Reality and Postural Stability
Virtual reality (VR) technology provides a firm basis for the simulation of

immersive environments by which the user can perceive ‘close to reality’ insights.
VR is capable of replacing users’ real-world experience with a computer-generated
3D environment. This enhancement is crucial in many safety research studies and
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helps users perform ‘dangerous’ tasks that were not possible otherwise. Therefore,
relying on the versatilities of VR systems in generating various (destabilizing)
environments, numerous safety research studies have been widely conducted
in the past 20 years (Horlings et al., 2009; G. Li et al., 2018; Tossavainen et al.,
2002; Cleworth et al., 2012; Akizuki et al., 2005). Because induced anxiety and
perceived fear is highly correlated with postural sway, in many safety research
studies, VR has become the key equipment for experimental design and virtual
environment (VE) development. Although VR is a promising tool in inducing
the feeling of presence, some studies suggested that the body sway found in the
eyes-closed condition is similar to that of VR (Horlings et al., 2009). Alternatively,
recent studies reported that not only are the eyes-open and eyes-closed conditions
not different in terms of body sway, but the static VE does not increase postural
sway. Li et al. extensively investigated the effect of visual stimuli on the stability
and complexity of postural control (H. Li & Trocan, 2018). They concluded that
dynamic virtual environments could evoke active postural instability, especially in
the anterior-posterior direction (AP).
2.2.2

Virtual Reality and Fall
Anxiety-related behavioral and psychological studies have considerably

employed VR technologies in their experiment design procedures (Boffino et al.,
2009; Cleworth et al., 2012; Regenbrecht et al., 1998; Rothbaum et al., 1995; Wallach
& Bar-Zvi, 2007). A higher level of anxiety perceived due to elevation above grade
is directly related to a higher feeling of presence and immersion. By following this
rationale, literature used VR systems to convey the fear of height to the subjects,
and consequently, investigate the impact of anxiety-related accidents or rehabilitate
people who have acrophobia (Regenbrecht et al., 1998; Wallach & Bar-Zvi, 2007).
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Researchers applied VR technologies to study the impact of elevation above grade
on the subjects’ anxiety level in real and virtual experiment conditions (Cleworth
et al., 2012). As reported by many studies, by using VR-based rehabilitation tools,
there was a substantial difference between the result of the self-reported fear and
acrophobia questionnaires before and after treatments (Rothbaum et al., 1995).
These studies showed that VR could closely simulate the anxiety provoked by
being on a narrow elevated surface, and be a valuable research and rehabilitation
tool for people with balance regulation deficits associated with fear or height
(Habibnezhad, Puckett, Fardhosseini, Jebelli, et al., 2019).

2.3 Task Performance
2.3.1

Measuring Task Performance
While task performance is regarded as the essential determinant of the

time and accuracy of finishing designated job, various aspects of task performance
can be utilized to quantify this term. More specifically, in the context of construction, task performance can be mainly related to the neuromuscular speed, strength,
arm-hand steadiness, and fine motor performance (Rigal, 1992). The experimental
quantification methods are mostly revolved around certain famous neurophysiological performance batteries such as placing a dot in various sized circles or
holding a stylus in various sized holes for certain amount of time (Kakehbaraei
et al., 2017; Kaur et al., 2007; Rigal, 1992; Smith et al., 1977). Although most of
these methods are considered to be robust and effective in measuring neurophysiological performance, due to each trial’s limitation of time, and virtual space, their
impact on the realism of the virtual environment was questionable. This concern is
relevant because the context of these tests were not in line with a real construction
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Figure 2.2: An Screenshot of the PEBL Compensatory Tracking Task.
scenario. Alternatively, subjects’ induced anxieties should be as close to reality as
possible. Therefore, the task performance tests were designed to measure the handsteadiness and tracking capability of the subjects in the VR environment. As such,
these test will impose minimum interference to the subjects’ VR experience and
provide a suitable technique in measuring subjects’ postural metrics. We believe
that these two tasks can strengthen each other in extracting the neurophysiological
responses of the subjects exposed to destabilizing environments such as narrow
elevated surfaces.
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2.3.2

Task Performance and Height
While neurophysiological battery tests can assess the performance of

the subjects at elevation, due to our specific (and intentional) experiment design,
their results should be more associated with the fear of height rather than depth
perception or visual stimuli. The reason lies behind the fact that in both tasks,
subjects are not looking down during the tests and are focusing on the whiteboards
placed in front of them. Although the subjects will be asked to look at their feet
once before the start of the test, during the battery tests all their attention is
concentrated on the boards. On the other hand, the natural walking task can be
a great example of a task executed while the subjects are subjected to visually
perceived height. The extent to which one is looking at her/his feet is correlated
with the wideness of the path. For example, when one is instructed to walk on a
narrow-elevated surface such as a structural beam, the completion of the task is not
possible without sufficient attention to the path and the exact location of his/her
foot placement on that path. This rationale ensures that subjects need to look at
their feet when they want to walk on a structural beam. Therefore, any changes in
the gait pattern of the subjects or their postural sway are directly affected by the
influence of elevation above grade as a visual stimulus (and fear of height). While
the amount to which postural stability and gait pattern are influenced is unknown,
it is certain that neurophysiological battery of tests will be less affected by visual
input compared to tasks involving gait locomotion on narrow elevated surfaces.
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Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY

3.1 Subjects
3.1.1

Human Subject’s Consideration and Clearance from IRB
The study protocol, along with the fliers and consent forms, were ap-

proved by the Institute Review Board (IRB). Prior to the experiments, all the
subjects were informed of the experiment procedures and related IRB protocols, including the freedom to withdrawal at any time during the study. Also, all of them
signed the written consent form, which explained all the experiment procedures
and possible side effects of VR experiments such as dizziness and nausea.
3.1.2

General Information about Subjects
Two groups of subjects were recruited from the University of Nebraska -

Lincoln (UNL) for three different VR experiments: 1. gait locomotion, 2. postural
stability during a quiet stance, and 3. task performance. The first group consisted
of 12 healthy subjects (5 females, mean age: 32 years, seven males, mean age:
28) and the second group consisted of 18 healthy subjects (8 females, mean age:
30 years, ten males, mean age: 32) and had not had any VR experiments before
participating in this study. In Group 1, the subjects’ average height and weight
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were respectively 5’ 8” and 157 lbs, and in group 2 were 5’ 8” and 148 lbs. All
the subjects had a normal or corrected-to-normal vision and stated no ocular or
neuromuscular disorder that can influence their stability.
3.1.3

Subject Attrition
From the 14 subjects recruited for the first VR experiment (Group 1), one

female subject was not able to continue the experiment procedures in the initial
phases of data collection. The subject attrition was due to her extreme level of
acrophobia. Accordingly, the collected data were not adequate for further analysis
and usage.
3.1.4

Missing Data
From the first group of subjects, two subjects were removed from further

data analysis, subject #1 and #2. subject #1 was not instructed to perform some
gait analysis due to some technical problems during the data collection. Also,
data collected from the trackers mounted on the back torso, and both ankles of
subject #2 were not correctly triggered for collecting data during the experiments.
Although later, all the technical problems were resolved, the missing data forced
the researcher not to include these subjects’ data information in the analysis.
In experiment #3, five subjects had missing data in their third trial, ”randomized pursuit task on the ground”. All the text files associated with the force
plate’s stored data were empty. Therefore, these subjects were omitted from all the
paired two-tail T-tests performed on the postural metrics concerning the third and
fourth trial of experiment #3.
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3.2 Apparatus
The main experimental devices utilized included:
• An HMD device (HTC Vive pro headset): This VR headset has an OLD
display and 1440 by 1600 pixels per eye. The device refresh rate is 90 HZ
and has 110◦ field of view. The tracking capability of the headset is 33 by 33
feet, which makes this VR headset one of the best VR devices for VR safety
studies.

Figure 3.1: A Picture of the HTC Vive Pro VR Headset (on the Left) and HTC Vive
Tracker (on the Right)

• Three HTC Vive Tracker: With 6 degrees of freedom for tracking, these
trackers can accurately send their coordinate information 90 times per second.
• AMTI Force Plate: The AMTI AccuSway Force Plate is highly capable of
calculating and storing the trajectory of the center of pressure (COP) mapped
on its surface. Based on the company specifications for AccuSway, the
accuracy of the force plate for measuring COPx and COPy is less than 0.5mm.
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Therefore, all the resultant values for the postural sway parameters is rounded
to comply with the accuracy standards of the force plate.

Figure 3.2: An AMTI Force Plate (on the Left) and the Sensor Collector Fitbit App
(on the Right)

• Dell Alienware: With Intel R Core

TM

i7-6950x CPU @ 3.00 GHz, installed

memory (RAM) of 64.0 GB, and two NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080, this workstation can leniently provide the rendering power for the HTC Vive Pro
headsets.
• Fitbit Versa (to measure heart rate): by using an in-house JavaScript code,
this smartwatch can collect the heart rate of the subjects and send them to an
online database. To improve the synchronization procedures, the start and
stop events for each trial on the Fitbit Versa can be triggered remotely from
the companion smartphone.
All the VEs have been designed and developed by Unity3D Game Engine (version
5.3, Unity Technologies, CA, USA).
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Figure 3.3: The Experiment VE Design Including a Twenty-story Unfinished
Building

3.3 Measures
3.3.1

Fear Questionnaire
The famous James Geer Fear Questionnaire was used for measuring the

self-judgmental level of fear in the subjects (Geer, 1965). The questionnaire consists
of 50 questions regarding frightening objects or situations. For each item, by using
a Likert-scale multiple-choice (none, very little, a little, some, much, very much,
terror), the subjects were asked to select the choice that most closely described the
amount of fear they felt toward the object or situation.
3.3.2

Acrophobia Questionnaire
To measure the level of acrophobia in the volunteers, Cohen Acrophobia

Survey was selected for this study (Cohen, 1977). The Cohen Questionnaire was
designed to measure the extent to which a person feels anxious towards a list of
situations that can cause fear of heights (e.g., driving over a bridge, walking over
a sidewalk grating, or sitting in an airplane). More specifically, in each item, the
volunteer rated from 0: not at all anxious to 5: terror anxious, to express her/his
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anxiety level corresponding to that situation. In addition, for each question, the
subject was asked to report the selected avoidance level for the pertinent situation
(would not avoid doing it, would try to avoid doing it, and would not do it under
any circumstances). Cohen’s survey consists of twenty items.
3.3.3

Heart rate
Subjects’ physiological recordings were performed using a Fitbit Versa

smartwatch. The in-house script was written and developed in Fitbit Studio with
which complete control over the execution and halt of the sensor data collector app
was possible remotely (API, 2019). For initializing the data collection, the subject
number was set in the data collector app. As stated above, to ensure a smooth and
synced data collection procedure, the start and stop event of the HR data collection
were triggered remotely. With this technique, all the data collector devices such as
AMTI Force Plate, HTC Vive Trackers, and Fitbit Versa were started and stopped
within an acceptable one-second delay. Once the data were collected from the
volunteer, the relevant file containing all the HR data were sent to the companion
(synched Pixel 3 XL smartphone), and subsequently, from the companion to the
cloud database. Later, all the HR data were retrieved from the server, and then
analyzed by MATLAB software (MATLAB, 2017).
3.3.4
3.3.4.1

Postural Metrics
Total Excursion of the COP
Total excursion (TE) of the COP can be defined as the sum of all distances

traveled by COP during the course of a trial. Simply stated, the length of a path
generated by connecting all the successive COP locations is the total excursion
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of the COP. Figure 3.4 demonstrates the path of the COP generated in a single
trial. As suggested by the literature, increase in TE is associated with a decrease
in postural ability to maintain balance (Ekdahl et al., 1989; Holme et al., 2007;
Uimonen et al., 1992). However, the use of the TE index for stability inferences
should be approached with cautions. Several small postural excursions pertaining
to a stable posture can produce a large TE, or inversely, a few big displacements of
COP in an unstable postural balance trial can generate a small TE. To overcome
these misinterpretations, many researchers use COP velocity, which is expressed
as TE over the trial duration (Baloh et al., 1998; Magnusson et al., 1990; Norré,
1993). A steady, upright stance is associated with lower COP velocity, whereas
an unstable postural balance is correlated with higher COP velocity. Because the
TE and COP represent a combination of anterior-posterior (AP) and mediolateral
(ML) directions, a solo usage of TE and COP velocity cannot be a good indicator
of stability in postural stability trials.
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Figure 3.4: A sample path of COP during the course of a trial

3.3.4.2

Root-mean-square Amplitude of the COP
Root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude denotes the standard deviation of the

translation of the COP. As reported by many scholars, RMS amplitude is a reliable
measure for evaluating postural balance (Geurts et al., 1993; Le Clair & Riach,
1996). Another powerful, and yet different, postural metric is RMS velocity defined
as the average COP translations divided by time. Similar to TE, a decrease in RMS
amplitude and velocity suggests a higher upright postural stability. Interestingly,
both of the postural metrics are sensitive to proprioception alternation and visual
deprivation.
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3.3.4.3

Maximum Absolute Amplitude Distance of COP
The absolute maximum amplitude represents the absolute maximum

translation of the COP from its average. Similarly, the absolute minimum amplitude
denotes the absolute minimum distance of COP from the mean. A decrease in the
maximum or minimum amplitudes suggests an increase in postural stability and
sustainable balance. However, since these two parameters are obtained from only
two data points, they vaguely, or sometimes even incorrectly, describe the upright
regulation of subjects.
3.3.4.4

Peak-to-peak Amplitude of the COP
The difference between the maximum and minimum amplitudes of COP

is called peak-to-peak amplitude. Although the peak-to-peak amplitude can be an
informative parameter in postural stability data analysis, however, this representing
variable can misinterpret the changes in postural balance. Therefore, for postural
control evaluation, the peak-to-peak amplitude should not be employed (Palmieri
et al. 2002).
3.3.5

Gait Characteristics
Human gait is defined as the ”the motion of a complex mechanical

system with a large degree of freedom and several driving forces” (Bazkiewicz
et al., 2014). One of the techniques used in clinical gait analysis is the spatial
and temporal measurements of gait cycles. To address the differences between
two gait measurements, researchers commonly use kinematic parameters such as
walking speed, gait stride length, and gait stride height (McGinley et al., 2009).
Not only can the average speed and length of these parameters be beneficial, but a
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careful study on their variabilities can present valuable insights about the role of
influential independent factors. For example, in the presence of fear of height, a
higher level of walking disorder parameters has been reported (Ayoubi et al., 2014;
Habibnezhad, Puckett, Fardhosseini, & Pratama, 2019).
3.3.6
3.3.6.1

Task Performance
Hand-shake Steadiness
There are various approaches in assessing individuals’ neurophysiological

responses (Rigal, 1992; Kakehbaraei et al., 2017; Kaur et al., 2007; Smith et al.,
1977). The experimental quantification methods for these types of tests mostly
revolve around certain famous neurophysiological performance batteries such as
placing a dot in various sized circles or holding a stylus in various sized holes
for a specific amount of time. However, the situation might be different when
subjects are in construction VE. The quality of the test cannot be guaranteed using
virtual stylus and holes. Also, the virtual replica of these tests can reduce the
level of realism which is essential for this study. Therefore, to preserve the feeling
of immersion and realism, a hand-steadiness battery test was developed similar
to the construction welding tasks. This measurement technique consisted of two
objects, one of the HTC Vive Controllers presented as a welding device in VE, and
virtual plate on which the subjects perform the test. Because the controller appears
as a welding device in VE, there is a virtual metal stick (”electrode”) attached at
the end of the controller. There are two patterns on the virtual plate, a horizontal
line and a half-circle facing upward with a negative curvature. First, for accuracy
measurement, from each path the corresponding C# script selects 100 points
equally distributed. Then once the user completes the hand-steadiness battery test
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for each of the selected points from the previous procedure, the program calculates
the perpendicular distance of the closest welding point created by the user. Finally,
the application will report the average of all the computed distances and present
an accuracy index for each pattern. In addition, the application reports the average
and standard deviation of all distances computed from the tip of the electrode to
the metal plate.

Figure 3.5: The Hand-steadiness Test with the Virtual Metal Plate and HTC Vive
Controller Appeared As a Welding Device in VE

3.3.6.2

Randomized Pursuit Task
As discussed in chapter #2, another method for measuring the perfor-

mance of the subjects is to use compensatory circle tracking and pursuit tasks.
By assessing eye-hand coordination, these battery tests are some of the best techniques for computing tracking and compensatory performance. However, there
is a difference between pursuit tasks and compensatory tasks. In pursuit tasks,
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an operator needs to follow a moving ’target’ affected by outside forces, while
in compensatory tasks, the operator is asked to place a moving indicator back
into the reference points. As Senders pointed out, ”Pursuit tracking of the sort
reported” in his study ”is more accurate than compensatory tracking by a large
factor” (Senders, 1952). In his study, Senders stated that the compensatory tasks
have a more stochastic nature compared to pursuit tasks.
Following this rationale, the current study developed a pursuit task in
which the randomized movement of the target (circle) is not predictable. In other
words, the target does not have a smooth path and the whole movement of the circle
is on various-length line segments. In addition, to increase the unpredictability of
the movement of the target, there is a minor pause between each segment paths
that makes it harder for the subjects to predict the next direction of the target.
Accordingly, in various situations, this approach can differentiate the battery test
scores better and highlights the latent changes in subjects’ task performance.
For each successful data collection, the randomized pursuit test provides
time series data associated with the location of the indicator controlled by the user
and the location of the target controlled by the script (invariant with regards to the
subjects). By using appropriate mathematical procedures, much useful information
can be derived from these time series data. For example, the accuracy index can
be computed by adding all the distances between the location of the target and
indicator during the course of the trial. Another valuable piece of information
concerning how the subject tracked the target can be calculated by following
the ’smoothness’ of the path generated by the subject while performing the task.
More accurately, the average sum of all the angles between the two consecutive
line segments on the indicator’s path can represent the steadiness of the hand in
generating a smooth path.
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Figure 3.6: This Figure Shows a Target Moving on a Segment Line-based Path and
an Indicator Following It

Figure 3.7: The Randomized Pursuit Task Performed in VE
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3.4 Research Design
3.4.1

Dependent and Independent Variables
A short recall of the dependent and independent variables...

3.4.2

Graph of the Research Design

3.5 Interactive Virtual Reality Models
3.5.1

Driving Reasons for Developing the Advanced VR Model
The idea of walking on a narrow path (i.e. structural beam) in a virtual

environment was the main motive for designing the current advanced first-person
VR model. Since walking on a narrow path requires person to look down and
follow the path, the absence of virtual legs can lower the immersion feeling. On
the other hand, if the narrow path is elevated, the feeling of presence will be
dramatically improved by synchronized virtual legs. The synchronized virtual
body parts are computer-generated 3D objects that can simulate the geometry
and movement of the user’s corresponding body parts. In Unity3D (Unity3D,
2017), this synchronization is fast and seamless and provides a higher immersion
experience for the user. Therefore, the addition of synchronized virtual legs to the
first-person virtual model can improve the feeling of realism and immersion in VE
and even make it possible to walk on a real structural beam (future work) virtually.
Not only has this dissertation employed these advanced synchronized VR legs for
more precise results and conclusions, but the impact of virtual legs on the subjects’
gait pattern has been investigated as well.
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3.5.2

Design procedures of the models

Figure 3.8: This Figure Demonstrates a Vector Representation of a Human Leg
with Which the Location of the VR Knee Can Be Calculated.
The first step towards designing synchronized virtual legs is to find the
least number of trackers necessary for simulating the movement of the legs. This
step is fairly easy because the lower and upper parts of the leg are assumed to
be rigid and will not bend or change size. Therefore, if the position of the ankle
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and Coxal is known, then the position of the knee can be calculated by using
trigonometric relationships. Therefore, by mounting two trackers on the feet and
one tracker on the waist, the modeling of the legs can be performed. Formula
3.1 determines the position of the knee and consequently the necessary rotations
−
→
−
→
in the root of the leg. Here, P1 represents the location of the root of the leg, P2
−
→
−
→
represents the location of the ankle, and D represents the direction vector with P1
−
→
−
→
as the origin and P2 as the destination. x is the horizontal distance between P1 and
−
→
the location of the knee and y is the vertical distance between P1 and the location
of the knee. The vector representation of human leg can be found in Figure 3.8.
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→ −
→ −
→
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Here, the height of the person will be calculated automatically by using
the location of the trackers and the headset. By using this information, the length
of the upper and lower legs can be estimated. However, an important caveat is
that the estimated length of the upper and lower legs leads to an estimated value
for the location of the knee. While this procedure might not affect the level of
immersion during gait locomotion, further study is required to assess the accuracy
of such a technique. Another caveat is that the motion simulation of the legs is
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dependent on the z-axis direction (by which the knee’s bending plane is defined).
−
→
−
→
−
→
In this simulation, Z is the result of the cross product of D and Y . The direction
−
→
of the foot determines the direction of Y . In other words, the knee’s bending
−
→
−
→
plane is specified by the direction of Y . Although in a normal walking task, Y ’s
direction is in line with the walking direction, higher-level simulations are required
for more complex leg movements and accurate leg modeling.

3.6 Experimental Procedures
There were three main experiments in this study, attempting to collect
data about postural stability during a quiet stance, natural gait locomotion, and
task performance, respectively. The virtual environment was simulated by using
Unity3D (Unity3D, 2017). In all of the experiments, subjects were exposed to two
main virtual scenes: a small city with no traffic and pedestrians, and an unfinished
20-story building. The unobtrusive design of the virtual environment helps to
reduce unintended visual distractions. To improve the feeling of presence and
realism in the VE, the first-person VR model was equipped with synchronized
virtual legs. As stated in Chapter Three, also, to minimize the postural perturbations induced by the VR headsets (Horlings et al., 2009), subjects were asked
to walk or perform tasks in VE physically. Finally, in an attempt to reduce the
habituation effect, all the subjects were asked to perform relevant experiment tasks
on an unelevated virtual ground for one minute. At the end of each experiment,
all subjects were asked to fill out the fear and acrophobia questionnaires.
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3.6.1

Experiment #1
The experiment consisted of three trials, namely no VR, no height VR,

and height VR. During each trial, subjects were instructed to stand on the center of
a force plate in a quiet stance mode and open their legs to the extent to which they
are comfortable and most stable. In every trial, the heart rates of the subjects were
collected by using the Fitbit smartwatch, and their COP was retrieved by using the
force plate. In the first 20-second trial, while standing, subjects were asked to look
at their feet for two seconds and then return to their initial posture. Because any
movement on the force plate will influence the postural sway of a person and, to
preserve consistency, they were instructed to execute the same task in the same
manner performed in other trials. They were not allowed to bend their knees or
bend to their left or right. In the second part of the experiment, all subjects were
exposed to VE. Again, they were asked to look at their feet in the most convenient
natural way, but not to bend their knees or bend to their left or right. At the end
of the 20 seconds, the subjects were informed that a virtual structural beam hung
from a crane wire will slowly approach them. They were also informed that the
moving structural beam will not ‘hit’ them and will stop one feet away from their
bodies. The total duration of the second trial was thirty seconds. The last trial
was identical to the second trial with the difference that subjects were exposed to
elevation in VR. Accordingly, once they looked down to their feet, they noticed
that they were placed on the edge of the 20th floor of the unfinished building.
Figure 3.9 depicts a schematic presentation of the setup for the first experiment.
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Figure 3.9: A Schematic Figure of the Experiment Room Along with the
Experimental Devices Used to Simulate VR and Capture Subjects’ Postural Sway
and HR

Figure 3.10: A Comparison between the Influence of Elevation Above Grade on
Subjects’ Postural Sway Measured by Force Plate during a Quiet Stance
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Figure 3.11: A Comparison between the Effect of a Moving Structural Beam on the
Postural Sway (and Physiological Responses) of a Subject Computed Once on the
Ground and Once at Height

3.6.2

Experiment #2
The second experiment was mainly designed for collecting gait data.

Twelve subjects, five females and seven males, were randomly selected for this gait
experiment. As can be seen in table 3.1, two different scenarios were designed
for the gait experiment, each with two settings: one with no VR leg enhancement
and the other one with VR leg enhancement. Prior to the start of the experiment,
all the subjects were equipped with the three HTC Vive Trackers and the HTC
Vive headset. During the first trial, subjects were asked to walk on the unelevated
‘immersed’ beam path (Figure 3.13) at a comfortable speed, while they could see
their virtual legs dynamically superimposed on their real legs. As stated by the
subjects after the experiment, the use of synchronized virtual legs dramatically
improved their feeling of presence and immersion. In the second trial, all of the
subjects were instructed to walk on the same path, but this time, on the 20th and
last story of the unfinished building. Moreover, the virtual legs were still visible to
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the subjects. The last trial was similar to the second trial except that the virtual
legs were excluded from the first-person VR model.

Figure 3.12: A Schematic Figure of the Experiment Room Along with the
Experimental Devices Used to Simulate VR and Capture Subjects’ Gait Patterns

Table 3.1: Experiment Configuration for Gait Data Collection

Setting
No virtual legs
Virtual legs

Scenarios
VR path on the ground

Elevated VR path
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Figure 3.13: Subjects Were Asked to Walk on the Same Path Once on the Ground
and Once at Height
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3.6.3

Experiment #3
This experiment was devised to collect the neurophysiological battery

test results from the subjects. The experiment consisted of four trials and one
visual exposure for a trial. Overall, two different virtual conditions were employed
for each battery of tests, namely, exposure to an unelevated and elevated virtual
platform (structural beam). Whenever the subjects were exposed to the elevated
virtual platform, before performing the battery tests, the subjects were asked to
look at their feet in the same way instructed in Experiment #1. In the first two trials,
the volunteers were asked to perform the hand-steadiness battery test once on
the ground and once on the 20th floor of the building frame. As shown in Figure
3.15, a whiteboard was presented to the subjects on which a line and circle pattern
were drawn. The subjects were required to use the virtual ‘welding’ tool and
‘weld’ the patterns as accurately as they could. To preserve consistency through
all the trials, all subjects were instructed not to bend their knees during the trial,
use two hands to perform the welding task and to contact the tip of the virtual
electrode to the virtual whiteboard (or the welding would automatically stop). The
third and fourth trials enclosed pursuit tasks were designed for measuring the
task performance of the subjects. In each trial, a large white plane was presented
to the subjects. The plane was located 30 feet away from the subjects’ standing
position. Each subject was asked to follow the purple circle (target) located on the
plane (Figure 3.6), which moved on an invisible path constructed with multiple
various-length line segments. In between each transition of the target from one
line segment to another segment, there was a short pause aimed to improve the
unpredictability of the target movements. The total duration of the pursuit task
was one minute.
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Figure 3.14: A Schematic Figure of the Experiment Room Along with the
Experimental Devices Used to Simulate Welding and Capture Subjects’
Hand-shake Steadiness Index, Postural Sway, and HR
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Figure 3.15: Hand-shake steadiness test performed once on the ground and once
on a narrow elevated surface
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3.7 Data Analysis
For each subject, all the corresponding collected data was stored in multiple text files, each with a proper name. Later, these data files were read by an
in-house MATLAB code and tabulated in the form of a matrix. Subsequently, this
matrix was used as the input data for many statistical analysis tests such as the
non-parametric Mann Whitney U Test or the standard two-tail T-test. Whenever
the normality of the data were violated, the Mann Whitney U test was performed
on the input data. Otherwise, the standard T-test was applied to the data. Fortunately, all the results of the Leven’s tests for testing the equality of variances were
statistically insignificant in this study. Therefore, the hypotheses were not rejected
in the Leven’s tests which means the population variances were equal. Also, the
results of Anderson-Darling tests showed that all the samples of data are drawn
from a normal distribution.
Additionally, for the within-subject design case in which the same subjects
operate in all the levels of independent variables, the standard paired T-test was
employed for data analysis. As for the between-subject design case in which
different subjects performed in all the levels of independent variables, the unpaired
T-test was utilized for data analysis. In the next chapter, the statistical results are
presented and reviewed in great detail.
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Chapter 4
RESULTS

4.1 Nomothetic Studies
4.1.1

Descriptive Statistics
Table 4.1 summarizes the descriptive statistical results of the subjects for

age, height, and weight, along with their level of fear, and acrophobia. As can be
seen in table 4.1, the same subjects performed experiment number 1 and 2 whereas
for experiment number 3, new subjects were recruited. While the nature of the
first two experiments were different, due to the habituation effect, parallel data
collection procedures might have a negative impact on the results of Experiments
1 and 2. The concurrent data collection is addressed as one of the limitations of
this dissertation in Chapter 6.
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Table 4.1: Descriptive Statistic for Gender, Age, Height, Weight, Level of Fear, and
Level of Acrophobia

Number
Age
Height (feet inch)
Height (cm)
Weight (lbs)
Weight (Kg)
Fear (1-7)
Acrophobia (1-7)
Acrop. Avoidance (1-3)

Experiment
Postural sway (#1) & Gait (#2)
Task performance (#3)
female
male
total
female
male
total
5
7
12
8
10
18
30.6 ± 2.9
28.4 ± 6.7
29.3 ± 5.4
30.4 ± 5.0
31.8 ± 2.8
31.2 ± 3.9
50 400 ± 100
50 1000 ± 300
50 800 ± 400
50 500 ± 200
50 1100 ± 300
50 800 ± 400
163 ± 3.3
173 ± 6.7
171 ± 9.7
164 ± 5.3
179 ± 7.0
173 ± 9.8
131.4 ± 9.4 174.6 ± 31.9 156.6 ± 9.4 123.3 ± 12.8 167.7 ± 26.8 148.0 ± 13.0
59.6 ± 4.3 79.2 ± 14.5 71.0 ± 4.3
56.0 ± 5.8
76.1 ± 12.2
67.1 ± 5.9
4.0 ± 0.6
3.5 ± 0.8
3.7 ± 0.7
3.7 ± 0.8
3.5 ± 0.8
3.6 ± 0.8
2.7 ± 0.8
2.5 ± 1.1
2.6 ± 0.9
2.3 ± 0.9
2.4 ± 0.8
2.3 ± 0.8
1.4 ± 0.1
1.3 ± 0.3
1.3 ± 0.2
1.3 ± 0.2
1.4 ± 0.2
1.3 ± 0.2

4.2 Statistical Analysis Results
4.2.1

Results of Experiment #1
Table 4.2 shows the P-values of all the T-tests performed for pairs of

comparisons of HR and postural metrics on the independent factors: VR, elevation
(EL), MB on EL, MB on the ground (homoscedasticity is valid) . As demonstrated,
TE and Bound was significantly affected by the presence of VR (P-values of
0.004 and 0.17 respectively). The TE and Bound T-test results were achieved by
comparing subjects’ stance parameters with and without the VR headsets. In
addition, Figure 4.1 demonstrates each subject’s TE of COP in the presence and
absence of VR. Interestingly, almost all subjects had higher TE of COPs once they
were exposed to VE. Moreover, the virtual legs slightly increased their TE of COPs
compared to when the VR legs were invisible. As for the Bound of COP, the same
trend can be observed in Figure 4.2. Notably, more spikes are visible in the plot
suggesting more subtle changes in the Bound of COPs.
Other statistically significant results were the differences between the
subjects’ HR with and without exposure to MB. As reported in table 4.2, with
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P-values less than 0.0001, MB has a significant effect on the HR increase. Figure
4.4 depicts a comparison between subjects’ HR collected while they were standing
on the virtual ground with and without exposure to MB. Similarly, Figure 4.5
demonstrates subjects’ HR at height in the presence and absence of MB. In both
figures, the heartrate dramatically increased once the subjects were confronted by
MB.
Table 4.2: The Reported T-Test P-values for the Mean Differences between each
Pair of Groups

P-values
VR

EL

Heart rate
0.19
0.554
Postural sway (TE)
0.004** 0.052*
Postural sway (RMS)
0.066
0.174
Postural sway (MAX) 0.057
0.156
Postural sway (PP)
0.017* 0.084
* Sig. at 0.05 level.
** Sig. at 0.01 level

MB (no EL)

MB (EL)

.00005**
0.497
0.095
0.112
0.123

.00005**
0.890
0.584
0.694
0.670

TE of COP during a quiet stance (m/s)
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Comparison of TE of COP with Respect to the Presence of VR
0.00006
TE in R
TE in VR (no L)
TE in VR (L)
0.00004

0.00002

0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
subject number

Figure 4.1: Comparison between TEs in the Presence and Absence of VR and
Virtual Legs during a Quiet Stance

Bound of COP during a quiet stance (m)

Comparisons of the Bound of COPs
0.012

Bound in R
Bound in VR (no L)
Bound in VR (L)

0.01
0.008
0.006
0.004
0.002
0
1

2

3

4

5 6 7 8 9
subject number

10 11 12

Figure 4.2: Comparisons between the Bound of COPs in Three Different Scenarios:
Real Environment (RE), Virtual Environment (VE) without VR Legs, and VE with
VR Legs
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A closer look at the time-series COP data reveals some notable points
regarding the effect of VR, elevation above grade, and MB. As can be seen in
Figure 4.3, the bounding box of the COP path expands when the subject is exposed
to VR. Table 4.2 also indicates that TE and bound of COP are highly affected by
the presence of VR. Another interesting observation is the appearance of the two
spikes in the two red-colored mediolateral graphs pertaining to MB. The formation
of these spikes might be due to the natural physiological responses of the subjects
confronted to the large structural beam (although they knew the beam would not
“hit” them). Although all the subjects were familiarized with VE, this subject had
an increase variability in her COP, in both medial lateral and anterior posterior
directions, when she observed her virtual legs in both elevation conditions.
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Figure 4.3: An Example of the Findings in One Representative Subject
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Figure 4.4: A Noticeable Increase in the Heart Rate (HR) of the Subjects in the
Presence of the Moving Structural Beam (MB) on the Ground
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Figure 4.5: A Noticeable Increase in the Heart Rate (HR) of the Subjects in the
Presence of the Moving Structural Beam (MB) in Elevation
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Table 4.3: Standard Two-tail Unpaired T-test Mean Results for HR and RMS Based
on the Subjects’ Sex, Fear (selective Questions) and AQ
No height
Sex (HR in beats/minute)
Fear1 (HR in beats/minute)
AQ (HR in beats/minute)
Sex (RMS in meters)
Fear (RMS in meters)
AQ (RMS in meters)

Height

Groups

No VR

VR-No MB

VR-MB

Male
Female
Low2
High
Low
High
Female
Male
Low
High
Low
High

83.2
86.7
86.0
84.0
85.1
84.9
.0002
.0003
.0002
.0003
.0002
.0003

82.3*
99.2*
87.7
90.9
88.0
90.7
.0003
.0005
.0003
.0006
.0004
.0005

90.6*
111.4*
98.7
99.9
98.2
100.4
.0003*
.0013*
.0007
.0011
.0006
.0012

VR-No MB VR-MB
80.7*
98.2*
87.8
88.2
89.4
86.6
.0004
.0006
.0003*
.0008*
.0003
.0007

89.6
106.0
98.1
97.5
94.9
100.7
.0003*
.0008*
.0004
.0008
.0003
.0009

All the reported P-values of the Leven’s tests were above 0.05.
*Sig. at 0.05 level

To identify the role of gender, fear of height, and acrophobia (AQ) in the
subjects’ physiological responses (HR) and postural sway (RMS), all the subjects
were polarized into low and high roups based on AQ, fear, and gender. The
findings indicate (table 4.3) the effect of gender is evident in the presence of MB (Pvalue<0.05). Also, exposure to VE (with or without elevation) caused statistically
significant difference in the average heartrate of male and female groups. Another
thought-provoking finding was the influence of gender in the presence of MB (both
on the ground and at height). According to table 4.3, the male group had a higher
RMS compared to the female group (P-value<0.05). Moreover, fear of height had
a negative impact on RMS in the presence of virtual elevation (P-value<0.05).
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* Sig. at 0.05 level.
Figure 4.6: Differences between the Collected Hear Rate of Male and Female
Subjects in Four Different Scenarios
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4.2.2

Results of Experiment #2
Table 4.4: Reported P-Values for the Paired-sample T-Tests
average

no L1 (EL vs. no EL)
L (EL vs. no EL)
no EL (L vs. no L)
EL (L vs. no L)
1 L: VR legs, EL: elevation
* Sig. at 0.05 level.
** Sig. at 0.01 level

variability (sd)

Exp.
Duration

stride
length

stride
height

stride
length

stride
height

.0052*
.0305*
.0004**
.2912

.0145
.0000**
.4464
.2968

.7609
.6554
.0227*
.2634

.6631
.4850
.2518
.0884

.0678
.0281*
.7381
.7290

Table 4.4 tabulates the results of the paired-sampled T-tests on various
gait parameters. Notably, all the reported P-values for the Leven’s test was above
0.05 indicating the homoscedasticity or homogeneity of variances. The two most
notable differences are between the average gait stride length under two elevation
conditions (P-value=0.00001) and between the total duration of the trial with
and without virtual leg enhancement (P-value=0.0004). Irrelevant of virtual leg
enhancement, elevation noticeably increased the duration of the trials. While
virtual elevation did not increase average stride height, the stride height variability
significantly increased instead (P-value=0.0227). Finally, once the virtual model
was equipped with virtual legs, the average stride height increased substantially
during the VR ground-walking tasks (P-value=0.0227).
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4.2.3

Results of Experiment #3

Table 4.5: Standard Two-tail Paired T-test Results and Mean Values for the
Postural Sway Metrics Obtained from Experiment #3
Randomized pursuit test1
Metrics

Hand-steadiness test2

Direction

No
elevation

Elevation

No
elevation

Elevation

TE (m/s)

Total
X
Y

0.000046
0.000026
0.000026

0.000047
0.000025
0.000025

0.000040
0.000021
0.000021

0.000041
0.000021
0.000021

RMS (m)

Total
X
Y

0.0011
0.0010
0.0007*

0.0009
0.0009
0.0006*

0.0005
0.0004
0.0004

0.0005
0.0003
0.0004

Max (m)

Total
X
Y

0.0063*
0.0059*
0.0036*

0.0046*
0.0040*
0.0030*

0.0033
0.0023*
0.0026

0.0028
0.0016*
0.0025

Mean (m)

Total
X
Y

0.0016
0.0012
0.0008

0.00140
0.0010
0.0008

0.0009
0.0005*
0.0006

0.0008
0.0004*
0.0006

Bound (m)

Total
X
Y

0.0107*
0.0087*
0.0058*

0.0085*
0.0065*
0.0052*

0.0061
0.0037*
0.0046

0.0054
0.0028*
0.0045

1

Number of subjects:18
Number of subjects:13
* Sig. at 0.05 level
2
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Table 4.6: A Comparison between the Results of the Two Task Performance Tests
Executed in the Two Elevation Conditions

1

Test

Parameter

No elevation

Elevation

RPT

Sum of distances1 (m)
Sum of angles2 (deg.)
HR (bits/minute)

234.66*
30.12
88.93

227.61*
29.74
89.42

HST

Error-line (m)
Error-circle (m)
Avr. distance3 (m)
STD distance4 (m)
HR (bits/minute)

0.234*
0.276
0.079*
0.015
91.0

0.319*
0.351
0.092*
0.015
91.7

The sum of the collected distances between the target and laser point during the trial
The mean of all computed angles between each consecutive path lines during the trial
3 The average distance of the tip of the electrode to the whiteboard in VE
4 The standard deviation of the distance of the tip of the electrode to the whiteboard in VE
* Sig. at 0.05 level
2
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Table 4.7: The Results for the Average Hand-steadiness Test (HST) and
Randomized Pursuit Task (RPT) Based on the Subjects’ Gender, Fear (selective
Questions) and AQ
Groups

Unelevated
platform

Elevated
platform

Sex (HST1 duration in seconds)

Male
Female

1155.6
1126.9

1038.4
1117.1

Fear (HST duration in seconds)

Low
High

1043.5
1242.1

965.1
1181.7

AQ (HST duration in seconds)

Low
High

1398.2**
887.4**

1326.7*
820.1*

Sex (HST Distance-SD2 in meters)

Male
Female

.0133
.0164

.0138
.0162

Fear (HST Distance-SD in meters)

Low
High

.0186**
.0108**

.0169
.0128

AQ (HST Distance-SD in meters)

Low
High

.0137
.0156

.0140
.0157

1 HST: Hand-Steadiness Test
2 SD: Standard Deviation
*Sig. at 0.05 level **Sig. at 0.01 level

Table 4.7 demonstrates the effect of gender, fear of height, and AQ on the
comparison results for the two dependent factors: 1. hand-steadiness test (HST)
duration, 2. standard deviation (SD) of all distances between the electrode and the
plate. Based on these findings, subjects with a higher level of acrophobia spend
more time performing HST. Additionally, the low fear-group had a higher SD
for the HST distance score compared to the high-fear group under the elevation
condition. However, the same statistically significant difference was not observed
at height.
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Figure 4.7: A Comparison between the RPT Sum of Errors in the Presence and
Absence of Elevation (EL)
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Figure 4.8: This Graph Shows the Resultant Straight-line Accuracy of the Participants in the Hand-steadiness Test with and without the Presence of Elevation

As can be seen in Figure 4.7, most of the subjects performed better in
RPT once exposed to elevation (P-value<0.5). More specifically, at height, the
sum of distances between target and laser point through out the one-minute RPT
statistically reduced. The same decrease can be observed for the subjects’ RMS of
COP (Figure 4.9, P-value<0.05).
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Figure 4.9: RMS of COP Along the Anterior-Posterior Direction Reported for the
Two Pursuit Tests Performed in the Two Elevation (EL) Conditions

One of the important parameters in measuring task performance is the
steadiness of the hand in the x, y, and z directions. As for the HST, x and y
are the two axes on the ’welding’ plate, and z is the axis perpendicular to the
plate. Therefore, the operator can observe her welding performance along the x
and y axis. In contrast, she is not aware of her HST score in the z direction so
that she can compensate (a latent factor to the operator). Therefore, finding any
information regarding this variable is valuable because the subject is not aware
of her performance for this parameter. As can be seen in the Figure 4.10, the
average distance of the electrode from the welding board has increased by height
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(P-value<0.5). The apparent increase in the distance can imply that the subjects
tend to lean less for welding on elevated platforms compared to non-elevated ones.
Figure 4.11 demonstrates the average and SD of hand-steadiness scores
along the z-axis (perpendicular to the welding plate) for the two low and high-fear
groups in the absence of elevation. The score results were different across the
two groups (P-values < 0.05). However, no statement can be made regarding the
impact of elevation on the task performance because the similar differences did
not exhibit at height.
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Figure 4.10: A Comparison between the Average Distance of the Electrode to the
Plate (in HST) Among Subjects Under Two Elevation Conditions
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Figure 4.11: The Results of the Hand-steadiness Task (HST) Performed on the
Ground for the Two Low and High Fear Groups
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Chapter 5
DISCUSSION

The findings of this study answered the research questions regarding the
impact of VR and elevation above grade on the postural sway and physiological
responses of subjects. Based on the results of Experiment #1, during a quiet
stance, subjects’ postural sway was affected by elevation. Accordingly, individuals
exhibited a higher TE of COP when they were exposed to elevation. However,
the outcome of Experiment #3 showed that elevation positively affects postural
sway. Accordingly, subjects were able to perform cognitive tasks with less postural
sway while maintaining upright stance at height (both in the anterior-posterior
and mediolateral directions). More precisely, RMS of COP in AP direction reduced
while HST was performed at height compared to when it is performed on the
ground (P-value<0.5). Likewise, during RPT at height, subjects’ maximum COPs
were reported lower compared to those stated during RPT on the unelevated
platform. This inconsistency between the results of the two experiments indicates
the complexity of the postural regulation system during different tasks. As stated
by Mitra et al., (Mitra et al., 2013) some cognitive tasks will not trigger competition
between tasks due to limited processing resources. In our study, maintaining a
quiet stance during neurophysiological battery tests was not challenging for the
subjects. In contrast, higher stability was observed during RPT and HST at height.
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Many researchers reported a decrease in postural sway during the dual tasks
(Andersson et al., 1998) and reaction time task paradigms (Vuillerme et al., 2000).
This observation suggests further studies on the impact of height on different
construction tasks performed at height.
Moreover, when the subjects experienced VR for the first time, significant
responses were observed concerning TE and RMS of COP. The stimulating effect
of VR has been reported previously in other gait and posture studies (Horlings
et al., 2009). Horling et al. stated that a normal VR experience during a quiet
stance could negatively influence postural regulations similar to that of eye-closed
condition. Additionally, the field of view of the VR headsets is lower than that of a
normal vision (Streepey et al., 2007). Therefore, subjects might exert more effort to
look at their feet in VE compared to the real world. As of this study, while this
visual limitation can overshadow the influence of elevation on the postural sway
matrices, still there is a notable difference between the TE of COP obtained on the
two different virtual platforms, narrow elevated and unelevated surfaces.
This study confirmed the statement made by Cleworth (Cleworth et al.,
2012) that fear of height negatively influences postural balance. By categorizing
subjects based on their gender, level of fear, and acrophobia, into two groups
of low and high, the postural stability metrics and heart rate of the subjects
were compared across the two groups. Once the low and high-fear groups were
compared with respect to the postural metrics data collected on the elevated
beam in VE, a noticeable difference was perceived between their RMS. Since no
statistically meaningful difference was identified between the RMS data collected
on the ground in VE, the critical role of fear of height in predicting the differences
of RMS measured on the elevated platform becomes evident. However, the
comparison between the two groups of low and high AQ did not result in any
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significant differences concerning postural metrics. Possibly, the insignificant
difference was due to the specific design of AQ for identifying the extreme cases
of fear of height. Notably, we were not able to find any of those cases in our
successfully collected data (AQ range: 1-6, AQ of subjects=2.6±0.9). Finally,
based on gender grouping, the female subjects had lower RMS concerning the
moving structural beam (MB) compared to that of male subjects in both elevation
conditions. No other remarkable differences were observed similar in comparisons
between the two gender groups. Two important points can be regarded from the
above statement: 1. MB can influence the RMS of males more than that of females,
2. Other independent factors, such as elevation or VR, were not able to predict
changes in RMS for the two gender groups.
Remarkably, MB had a dramatic impact on the increased heart rate of
the subjects in both elevation conditions (P-vlaue=0.00005). At the same time,
no significant increase was spotted for the subjects’ postural sway parameters.
Whether the size of MB altered HR or the uncertainty of the situation changed
HR, we cannot know for sure. However, it is quite evident that approaching large
objects can change the heart rate. As for gender factor, female subjects exhibit a
higher heart rate compared to male subjects when the moving structural beam
approached them (in the unelevated support condition only). The same alteration
was not detected in other trials which suggest female are more susceptible to
increased anxiety (HR) in the presence of large moving objects (for the first time)
compared to men. In addition to the remarkable difference in HR, as stated
above, the RMS of the female group was lower than that of the male group
independent of the elevation conditions. These outcomes are thought-provoking
and highlight the importance of large moving objects (MO), and perhaps machinery
and equipment, as provoking factors in the context of construction safety. Therefore,
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more investigations are required to strictly study the impact of these moving objects
on the physiological responses of construction workers.
As explained in the previous chapter, there is a strong relationship between gait stride length and narrow elevated surfaces. Our study determined that
the average gait stride length decreased once the walking path became elevated.
This noticeable stride length difference across different scenarios implies a more
”careful” walk during the course of the trials. Sheik Nainar and Kaber’s findings
suggest a similar conclusion with respect to walking at height (Sheik Nainar &
Kaber B., 2007). By recruiting 19 young subjects from NCSU, they showed a
decreased gait stride length and an increased cadence during overground walking
at height. Notably, these findings match with Schniepp et al.’s experimental result
of the overground walking on the real elevated surfaces.
On a narrow elevated path, one of the most pivotal elements of a successful walking experience is the ability to follow the foot positions on that path,
especially close to the edges. Several studies seem to use wider paths (Sheik Nainar
& Kaber B., 2007) or use CAVEs (Cruz-Neira et al., 1993) to address this caveat
(Antley & Slater, 2011). The current approach towards gait experiment on narrow
virtual surfaces was to use HTC Vive Trackers to simulate the shape and movement
of the subject’s legs. The experimental results revealed that the average gait stride
height increased once subjects were able to see their virtual legs for the ground
walking trials. Other important observations in these ground walking trials were
the reduction in the average stride length, coupled with an increase in the duration
of the trials once the subjects had access to the enhanced VR model. These findings
suggest that the use of responsive and real-time tracking virtual legs can increase
the level of realism and immersion. However, once elevation was appended to
these walking trials, the same increase in the subjects’ stride length was not spotted.
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Possibly, the effect of elevation above grade, as an influential independent factor,
overshadows the effect of VR legs on the increase of the average gait stride length.
As described in the literature, variability in the stride height is a higher
level of walking disorder that is influenced by fear of height (Ayoubi et al., 2014).
Our analysis of the collected information for gait stride height confirmed this
statement. Overall, in the presence of VR legs, subjects had more variability in their
stride height (P-value=0.0281) once they were exposed to elevation. Interestingly,
once subjects were prevented from seeing their VR legs, a similar difference was not
detected across the two elevation conditions. Apparently, the visual and vestibular
systems work differently in the absence of virtual legs. Further studies need to
investigate the impact of virtual legs on gait locomotion more in-depth.
The final result of this study was the manifestation of the significant
changes in the HST and RPT error indices of the subjects once they performed
the neurophysiological battery tests on the elevated platform. More specifically,
the HST error index for the line pattern increased at height (P-value=0.02), and
the RPT error index decreased at height (P-value=0.03). While the decreased HST
accuracy due to elevation was in line with the study’s hypothesis, the increased
RPT accuracy was a surprising result. Sorted based on their influential level, here
are some of the driving factors for this controversial elevation effect on HST:
• The position of the boards: the position of the boards on which tasks are being
performed can strongly influence the outcome of the relevant tests. Visual
stimuli are effective once an individual is exposed to them. In this dissertation,
the welding board was placed at the chest-level height. Accordingly, the
subjects needed to lean forward to execute the battery tasks, thus resulting in
continuous exposure to elevation. Therefore, during the entire trial, subjects
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were being provoked by elevation above grade. Whereas in the RPT tests, the
board was placed 30 feet away from the subjects and in front of them. The
placement design of the RPT board did not cause any height exposure, thus
resulting in less visual perturbations concerning height. However, since the
subjects were asked to look at their feet before the start of RPT, they were
probably subjected to the induced anxiety of elevation, and not the visual
provocations, through the entire task. The author believes that the placement
of the boards is the leading cause of different accuracy outcomes for RPT
and HST.
• Task complexity: based on the nature of each task, different processing
resources are required for task completion. In our study, RPT required more
’responsive’ actions accompanied by tracking ability while HST required more
hand steadiness and less responsive and dynamic actions. These inherent
differences might have led to different accuracy outcomes across the two
tests. As such, it seems plausible that higher concentration for HST due to
its higher complexity resulted in less distraction concerning elevation and
the threatening situation. Also, elevation-related anxiety could act positively
and trigger more processing resources for the completion of the task. The
positive effect of fear of height can be seen in the result of the comparison
between the low and high-fear groups in terms of HST accuracy score at
height. Accordingly, the high-fear group performed better compared to the
low-fear group. Therefore, although due to the lower task complexity of HST
and elevation-related visual stimuli during the course of the test, subjects
performed worse at height, the fear of height (as a reactive factor) acts as a
positive component in the HST accuracy outcome.
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• Stance posture: in PST, fewer muscles are involved in controlling body
balance, and the postural stability was close to that of the quiet stance.
However, in HST, more advanced stance posture control was needed for
postural balance regulation. In addition, all subjects were instructed to lean
forward and not to bend their knees. Consequently, during the HST trial
at height, subjects focused more on maintaining their postural balance due
to the continuous exposure to visual perturbation and their required stance
posture for the task.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusion
Based on numerous construction safety studies, postural instability is the
leading cause of death and injuries in dynamic job sites. This dissertation strove to
shed light on the effect of elevation-related visual stimuli on the postural balance,
gait pattern, and task performance of construction workers. To that end, a series of
virtual reality experiments were conducted. The result of these tests showed that
postural balance is affected by elevation above grade, large moving objects, and
the presence of virtual body parts. In terms of postural steadiness, during quiet
stance, subjects performed worse at height. However, postural balance increased
once subjects executed tasks at height.
Furthermore, the average gait stride length increased at height. On the
narrow elevated surfaces, the variation of gait stride height increased as well. The
presence of virtual legs seemed to increase the level of immersion and realism for
the subjects and influence their gait patterns.
Interestingly, task performance was altered at height. However, elevation
acted positively on the outcome of a more complex task with less exposure to visual
perturbation and negatively on the result of a less complicated task with more
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exposure to visual stimuli. Therefore, it can be concluded that the accompanying
stance posture and task complexity could significantly alter the outcomes of the
tasks performed at height.
Finally, the bodily responses of the subjects (HR) were significantly increased by the moving structural beam. In addition, the HR of female subjects
raised more compared to males’ HR. There were no statistically prominent HR
differences between the two elevation conditions. However, gender was a crucial
element in predicting the HR differences induced by VR headsets. Accordingly,
female HR increased more compared to male HR in the presence of VR.

6.2 Limitation and Future work
These are limitations of this study that could to be addressed in future
research projects:
• Number of subjects: for the first two experiments, the number of subjects
was relatively low. A larger sample size can lead to more robust conclusions.
• Order of the trials and the effect of habituation: due to the small sample size,
the order of trials was not randomized. This is an important limitation that
needs to be addressed in future research projects.
• Different shoe types: another important caveat is the use of different types of
shoes during different experimental procedures. Each type of shoe can have
an impact on the postural balance and gait pattern of the subjects. The same
statement can be made for the type of clothes and their relevant weights. At
construction sites, workers wear helmets and carry heavy construction tools.
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These objects can influence balance and need to be considered for relevant
future studies.
• Verbally explaining task procedures during the course of the trial: to improve
the feeling of immersion and realism, instruction procedures should be
explained to the subjects only before the trials. Any outside voice can reduce
the feeling of presence for the subjects.
• The need for a more advanced fear of height measurement: although the
survey employed in this study consisted of famous fear and acrophobia
questionnaires, more accurate fear measurements should be utilized for
assessing the level of anxiety and fear in the subjects such as cortisol and
skin temperature tests.
• Walking (and standing) on office floors: the type of the surface is another
important factor in increasing the immersive feeling during VR experiments.
Similar surfaces should be used in both virtual and real environments.
• The use of a specific sign for height exposure (look at a specific point instead
of just looking down): to have the subjects look down at their feet, they were
instructed to look at their feet. However, due to the presence and absence
of VR legs, this approach can result in different postures during the task.
Accordingly, the use of a specific sign (i.e., a colorful dot on the virtual and
real platform) can create more consistency through various trials.
Because the simulation of construction tasks at height has not been thoroughly performed in the context of construction safety, numerous research projects
can be conducted in the future. Below are some of the suggested topics for future
VR studies in the area of construction safety and construction task performance:
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1. A comparison of elevation and task performance among novices and experienced construction workers.
2. The use of the same type of shoes equipped with HTC Vive trackers for
consistent data collection.
3. Investigate the influence of elevation-related visual perturbations on task
performance and postural stability by changing the positions of the virtual
boards used in each task.
4. Examine the steel erection simulation by using virtual hands (leap motion).
5. Observe the gait locomotion on a real structural beam (with the same type of
shoes and the fixed positions of the trackers)
6. Investigate the light and fear variables on task performance and postural
stability (during gait and quiet stance).
7. Study the effect of elevation above grade on short and long-term memory.
8. Study changes in the visual search patterns of construction workers at virtual
height by using eye tracking technology.
9. Investigate the impact of elevation-related visual perturbations on one’s
attention.
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Appendix A
MEASURING UNPLEASANT EMOTIONAL STATE (James Geer
questionnaire)

Please circle for each item the number that most closely described the
amount of fear you felt toward the object or situation noted in the item.
–

Sharp objects:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Being a passenger in a car:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Suffocating:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Failing a test:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Looking foolish:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Being a passenger in an:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Worms:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Arguing with parents:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Rats and mice:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Life after death:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror
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–

Hypodermic needles:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Being criticized:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Meeting someone for the first time:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much

7. Terror
–

Roller coasters :

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Being alone:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Making mistakes:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Being misunderstood:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Death:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Being in a fight:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Crowded places:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Blood:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Heights:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Being a leader:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Swimming alone:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Illness:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Being with drunks:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Illness or injury to loved ones:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Being self-conscious:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror
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–

Driving a car :

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Meeting authority:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Mental illness:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Closed places:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Boating :

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Spiders :

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Thunderstorms:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Not being a success :

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

God :

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Snakes:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Cemeteries:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Speaking before a group:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Seeing a fight:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Death of a loved one:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Dark places :

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Strange dogs:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Deep water:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Being with a member of the opposite sex:

7. Terror

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much
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–

Stinging insects:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Untimely or early death :

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Losing a job:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror

–

Auto accidents:

1. None 2. Very Little 3. A little 4. Some 5. Much 6. Very much 7. Terror
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Appendix B
MEASURING ACROPHOBIA (Cohen questionnaire)

Below, we have compiled a list of situations involving height. We are
interested in knowing how anxious (tense, uncomfortable) you would feel in each
situation. Please indicate how you would feel by filling the box relative to the
title of that column. In the same row, we would like you to rate them as to
avoidance. Please indicate, by filling the relevant box, how much you would avoid
the situation if it arose.

Driving off the low board
at a swimming poo
Stepping over rocks crossing a stream
Stepping over rocks crossing a stream

Terror Anxious

Much Anxious

Extremely Anxious

Some Anxious

Little Anxious

Not at all Anxious

Table B.1: Cohen Acrophobia Questionnaire
Would

not

Would

try

to

Would not do it under

avoid doing it

avoid doing it

any circumstances
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Standing on a ladder leaning against a house, second

     







     







     







     







     







     







     







     







     







     







     







     







     







story
Sitting in the front row of
an upper balcony of a theater
Riding a Ferris wheel
Walking up a steep incline
in country hiking
Airplane trip (to San Francisco)
Standing next to an open
window on the third floor
Walking on a footbridge
over a highway
Driving over a large bridge
(Golden

Gate,

George

Washington)
Being away from a window
in an office on the 15th floor
of a building
Seeing window washers 10
flights up on a scaffold
Walking over a sidewalk
grating
Standing on the edge of a
subway platform
Climbing a fire escape to
the 3rd floor landing
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Standing on the roof of a
10-story apartment build-

     







     







     







     







ing
Riding the elevator to the
50th floor
Standing on a chair to get
something off a shelf
Walking up the gangplank
of an ocean liner

